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Abstract 

One of the most celebrated examples of sympatric speciation in nature are monophyletic 

radiations of cichlid fishes endemic to Cameroon crater lakes. However, phylogenetic 

inference of monophyly may not detect complex colonization histories involving some 

allopatric isolation, such as double invasions obscured by genome-wide gene flow. 

Population genomic approaches are better suited to test hypotheses of sympatric speciation in 

these cases. Here we use comprehensive sampling from all four sympatric crater lake cichlid 

radiations in Cameroon and outgroups across Africa combined with next-generation 

sequencing to genotype tens of thousands of SNPs. We find considerable evidence of gene 

flow between all four radiations and neighboring riverine populations after initial 

colonization. In a few cases, some sympatric species are more closely related to outgroups 

than others, consistent with secondary gene flow facilitating their speciation. Our results do 

not rule out sympatric speciation in Cameroon cichlids, but rather reveal a complex history of 

speciation with gene flow, including allopatric and sympatric phases, resulting in both 

reproductively isolated species and incipient species complexes. The best remaining non-

cichlid examples of sympatric speciation all involve assortative mating within microhabitats. 

We speculate that this feature may be necessary to complete the process of sympatric 

speciation in nature.  
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Introduction 

Sympatric speciation, the evolution of reproductive isolation without the benefit of 

geographic barriers or isolation by distance, has fascinated evolutionary biologists since its 

initial conception by Darwin as his “principle of divergence” (Turelli et al. 2001). This 

endpoint on the speciation-with-gene-flow continuum delights the minds of theorists and 

empiricists alike because it embodies the power of natural and sexual selection to create new 

species through complex and often counter-intuitive interactions (Dieckmann and Doebeli 

1999; Kondrashov and Kondrashov 1999; Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 2007; Fitzpatrick et al. 

2008; Servedio and Bürger 2014). However, despite substantial fascination, the long absence 

of convincing examples in nature and restrictive conditions predicted by early models 

resulted in the dismissal of this process throughout most of the twentieth century (Mayr 1963; 

Felsenstein 1981; Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 2007).  

 The discovery of the Cameroon crater lake cichlid radiations almost single-handedly 

reversed this consensus and reignited interest in the possibility of sympatric speciation in 

nature (Turelli et al. 2001; Coyne and Orr 2004; Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 2007). Schliewen et 

al.‟s landmark studies outlined a compelling case for sympatric speciation in three different 

isolated volcanic crater lakes each containing endemic radiations of cichlid fishes (Schliewen 

et al. 1994, 2001; Schliewen and Klee 2004). Sympatric radiations were restricted to lakes so 

small, uniform, and remote that sympatric diversification seemed much more likely than 

transient phases of geographic isolation. Completely uniform crater basins meant that 

historical changes in water level could not have subdivided the lakes, eliminating the 

possibility of within-lake barriers (Schliewen et al. 1994). Furthermore, the radiations were 

so speciose (up to 11 species) that speciation in situ appeared far more likely than allopatric 

speciation in a neighboring river, followed by dispersal into the isolated volcanic crater, and 

subsequent extinction of the original riverine population for each of the endemic species 
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(Schliewen et al. 1994). Finally, mitochondrial and AFLP phylogenies supported monophyly: 

species within the radiations were more closely related to each other than to any riverine 

outgroups (Schliewen et al. 1994, 2001; Schliewen and Klee 2004). Many authors continue to 

cite these cichlid radiations as “almost certainly” resulting from sympatric speciation 

(Kondrashov and Kondrashov 1999; Cristescu et al. 2010) and Coyne and Orr (2004) 

concluded that “there is no more convincing case in nature” in their comprehensive review of 

the field.  

 Sympatric radiations in each crater suggested that the rarity of sympatric speciation in 

nature may only reflect the rarity of environments where historical geographic barriers can be 

ruled out. Indeed, many more putative examples of sympatric speciation in remote crater 

lakes (Barluenga et al. 2006; Seehausen 2006; Elmer et al. 2010b) and other remote islands 

(Savolainen et al. 2006) were documented thereafter. For example, in Nicaragua at least three 

out of eight crater lakes appear to contain sympatric Midas cichlid species (Elmer et al. 

2010a). On Lord Howe Island as many as 20% of plant species appear to result from 

sympatric speciation based on the monophyly of sister species endemic to the island 

(Papadopolus et al. 2011).  

 However, population genomic analyses now provide the power to distinguish more 

complex scenarios of colonization and hybridization during adaptive radiation and speciation 

with gene flow (Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; Pickrell and Pritchard 2012; Alcaide 

et al. 2014; Martin and Feinstein 2014; Pease and Hahn 2015). Phylogenetic inference of 

monophyly for a sympatric radiation is not sufficient to establish that these species shared a 

single ancestral founding population. For example, the simplest alternative is that two 

separate waves of colonization by the same source population produced two sympatric 

species on an island following reinforcement or character displacement after secondary 

contact (Pfennig and Pfennig 2012). These two species will become apparent sister species 
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after extensive gene flow because their paraphyletic colonization history will be masked if 

species differences are restricted to small islands of genetic differentiation (Wu 2001; Turner 

et al. 2005). Mitochondrial introgression among sympatric species is known to obscure 

phylogenetic relationships (e.g., Shaw 2002), but there are now bountiful examples of 

genome-wide introgression at nuclear loci in many nascent species that will also obscure 

population histories in majority-rule phylogenies (Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012; 

Keller et al. 2013; Martin and Feinstein 2014; Poelstra et al. 2014). Perhaps the best known 

examples are stickleback species pairs. Although sympatric species pairs appear to be sister 

taxa in some lakes, they are believed to have evolved from two waves of colonization of 

glacial lakes, resulting in speciation of first the benthic ecomorph and then the limnetic 

ecomorph after the second invasion (Schluter and McPhail 1992). Encouragingly, this 

alternate double-invasion scenario is supported by geological evidence of repeated flooding 

and by physiological evidence that the later-arriving limnetic species has higher salinity 

tolerance (Kassen et al. 1995; Gow et al. 2008).  

The distinction between a single colonization or multiple waves is important for 

identifying the relevant mechanisms driving speciation in nature. Speciation models widely 

agree that any period of geographic isolation or isolation by distance during the divergence 

process will facilitate speciation by allowing some initial amount of assortative mating to 

evolve in allopatry or by restricting gene flow between ecotypes in different habitats 

(Kirkpatrick and Ravigné 2002; Gavrilets 2004; Doebeli et al. 2005). Indeed, allopatry is no 

different than perfect assortative mating in these models (Kirkpatrick and Ravigné 2002). 

Without these barriers, sympatric speciation requires the evolution of assortative mating by 

ecotype (or more controversially, by sexual signal (Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 2007)) from 

within a randomly mating population. Models of this process indicate that divergence in 

sympatry generally requires either much stronger disruptive selection or the presence of traits 
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under divergent ecological selection that also cause some assortative mating through their 

effects on mating location, mating preferences, or mating cues, known as magic traits 

(Servedio et al. 2011). To begin to test such predictions from the abundance of speciation 

models and understand their relevance to natural speciation processes (e.g., Martin 2012, 

2013), we first need to know whether multiple colonizations were involved in the most 

compelling examples of sympatric divergence in nature.  

It is also important to ask whether secondary colonization and hybridization helped 

drive additional speciation events by contrasting two hybridization scenarios: adaptive 

radiation from a hybrid swarm versus adaptive radiation from repeated colonization and 

character displacement (Seehausen 2004; Pfennig and Pfennig 2012; Fig. 1). Adaptive 

radiation from a sympatric hybrid swarm would still be an example of sympatric speciation if 

no geographic barriers separated populations during the divergence process, even if the 

founding population was composed of multiple colonizing lineages (Fig. 1b). Conversely, if 

the initial founding population evolves partial reproductive isolation before the second wave 

of colonists arrives (Fig. 1c), then this initial period of allopatry at least partially contributed 

to the divergence of these populations. These two double-invasion scenarios are on a 

continuum: from complete panmixia of a hybrid swarm before sympatric speciation to 

allopatric speciation with limited gene flow after secondary contact. The latter scenario 

predicts that some species within the radiation will share more ancestry with the secondary 

colonizing population than others (Fig. 1c). The hybrid swarm scenario predicts that 

sympatric species will share a relatively even proportion of ancestry with each of the 

colonizing populations (Fig. 1b). Distinguishing between these hybridization scenarios is 

critical to establish whether geographic isolation facilitated speciation within a sympatric 

radiation.   
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Here we offer a critical reappraisal of sympatric speciation in Cameroon crater lake 

cichlid radiations by estimating the complex colonization history of these craters using 

population genomics. We used double-digest restriction site associated DNA (RAD) 

sequencing (Peterson et al. 2012) combined with comprehensive sampling of all three 

Cameroon crater lakes containing four sympatric cichlid radiations (24 of 25 species), the 

most closely related outgroup populations in surrounding drainages, and additional outgroup 

species across Africa (Fig. 2). We analyzed these data with both phylogenetic and population 

genomic methods to test for 1) monophyly, 2) genetic structure shared with outgroups, and 3) 

introgression between the sympatric radiations and outgroup populations. We also compared 

patterns of shared outgroup ancestry among the sympatric species to ask whether multiple 

waves of colonization may have facilitated additional speciation events within the craters.  

 

Methods 

Sampling 

53 taxa were collected over six African field expeditions, including 24 of 25 species within 

the four sympatric radiations and 29 outgroups. We specifically targeted the most closely 

related populations in drainages surrounding the crater lakes, including 4 riverine populations 

of Sarotherodon galilaeus, 4 riverine populations of Coptodon guineensis, and 2 crater lake 

populations of Coptodon kottae (Fig. 2, Appendix S1).  

The four Cameroon crater lake radiations fall into two main subclades within 

haplotilapiine cichlids: the Sarotherodon galilaeus species complex within the Oreochromini 

and the Coptodon guineensis species complex within the Coptodonini (Schwarzer et al. 2009; 

Dunz and Schliewen 2010). The widespread riverine species Sarotherodon galilaeus 

(Oreochromini) colonized the 2.3 km wide volcanic crater lake Barombi Mbo and founded 

the Barombi Mbo Sarotherodon radiation of 11 endemic species (Schliewen et al. 1994; 
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Schliewen and Klee 2004). This radiation shared a MRCA with riverine species between 1 – 

2.5 million years ago (95% credible interval: supplement to Friedman et al. 2013), consistent 

with geological age estimates for Barombi Mbo crater (Cornen et al. 1992). Sarotherodon 

galilaeus also colonized tiny Lake Ejagham (900 m x 600 m) and founded an endemic 

species pair of Sarotherodon (Sarotherodon lamprechti/S. knauerae, formerly S. sp. 

„bighead‟/S. sp. „mudfeeder‟: Schliewen et al. 2001; Neumann et al. 2011). Lake Ejagham (a 

solution basin, not a crater lake) is estimated to be only 10,000 – 100,000 years old (D. 

Livingston pers. comm. in Schliewen et al. 2001) and no time-calibrated estimates of 

divergence time for this species pair are available.  

The distantly related riverine species Coptodon guineensis also founded two 

sympatric radiations in Cameroon: a radiation of nine species endemic to 700 m diameter 

crater lake Bermin (Beme), the Bermin Coptodon, and a radiation of three species endemic to 

Lake Ejagham, the Ejagham Coptodon (C. fusiforme/deckerti/ejagham; there is a fourth 

described species C. nigrans unsupported by genetic structure: Dunz and Schliewen 2010). 

Lake Bermin is estimated to have formed 100,000 to 2 million years ago (G. Kling pers. 

comm. in Stiassny et al. 1992).  

We analyzed the Coptodonini and Oreochromini separately in all analyses due to their 

distant relationships to each other (nearly spanning the full history of African 

haplotilapiines).  Within the Oreochromini, we sampled 10 of the 11 species in Barombi Mbo 

(missing one deep-water specialist, Konia dikume, which is closely related to Konia 

eisentrauti in our sample), the two Sarotherodon sister species in Lake Ejagham, 4 riverine 

outgroup populations of Sarotherodon galilaeus, and 11 additional species across West 

Africa (Appendix S1; Figure 2). Within the Coptodonini, we sampled all 9 Coptodon species 

in Bermin, the three Coptodon species in Ejagham, the single species Coptodon kottae 

endemic to the neighboring crater lakes Barombi ba Kotto and Mboandong, 4 riverine 
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outgroup populations of Coptodon guineensis, and 8 additional outgroup species across 

Africa (Appendix S1; Figure 2). Specimens were collected over the course of six field 

expeditions to Africa from 2006 to 2013 led by numerous investigators, including four 

different expeditions each independently led by CHM, JSC, JPF, and CDT (Appendix S1). 

Tissue samples were preserved in 95% ethanol or RNAlater (Ambion, Inc.) and stored at -20º 

C after return to the United States. In some cases, samples collected by CDT were stored for 

two years at 25º C in ethanol of unknown concentration.  

 

Genomic library preparation 

Genomic DNA was extracted from each sample using Qiagen blood and tissue extraction kits 

(Qiagen Inc.). DNA concentration was quantified on a QuBit 2.0 fluorometer (2.0, Life 

Technologies, Inc.) and equalized to 50 ng/uL. DNA quality was assessed using a nanodrop 

and agarose gel electrophoresis and ranged widely due to varying levels of sample 

preservation. Three double-digest RADseq libraries (each including 96 barcoded samples, not 

all used for this study) were prepared following the protocol of Peterson et al. (2012) with the 

following modifications: 1) use of the GBS PCR primers and adapters described in Elshire et 

al. (2011) and used in (Martin and Feinstein (2014); 2) eliminating the size-selection and 

DNA quantification step between digestion and ligation reactions, following Elshire et al. 

(2011); 3) substituting low-cost Sera-Mag beads for bead size-selection as described in 

Rohland and Reich (2012); and 4) omitting the optional streptavidin-purification step. We 

used high-fidelity restriction enzyme SbfI for infrequent-cutting and NlaIII for frequent 

cutting (New England Biolabs, Inc.). Ninety-six barcoded adapters with non-nested 

molecular barcodes between 4-8 bp in length separated by at least 3 mutational steps were 

calculated using the Deena GBS Barcode Generator (http://www.deenabio.com/services/gbs-
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adapters) and ordered unmodified with standard purification from Life Technologies. These 

barcodes were previously successfully applied in Martin and Feinstein (2014). 

Samples were randomly arranged within each 96-well plate and populations with 

multiple samples were split across the three plates. We aimed for at least six individuals per 

population if sufficient samples were available (Appendix S1). 500 ng of DNA per sample 

were digested with 0.12 uL SbfI and 0.25 uL NlaIII in 20 uL reaction volumes for 3 hours at 

37º C. Annealed barcoded and common adapters were then ligated to the digested samples 

with 0.5 uL T4 DNA ligase (New England Biolabs, Inc.) in 50 uL reaction volumes for 1 

hour at 16º C. Ligation reactions were size-selected with SeraMag bead solution at a ratio of 

1.5 beads:sample and groups of 48 samples were pooled in 35 uL volumes. The Functional 

Genomics Laboratory at UC Berkeley then size-selected each pooled library for fragment 

sizes between 300-500 bp (library 1) or between 300-400 bp (libraries 2-3) using a Blue 

Pippin (Sage Science). Agilent High-Sensitivity Bioanalyzer chips (Agilent Technologies, 

Inc.) indicated that, in practice, fragment size ranges ranged from 300 to over 500 bp in all 

three libraries. Pooled and size-selected libraries of 48 samples each were then amplified in a 

50 uL reaction volume with Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase (ThermoFisher 

Scientific, Inc.) and Illumina primers at 98º C for 30 s, followed by 12 cycles of 98º C for 10 

s, 65º C for 30 s, 72º C for 30 s, and a final extension at 72º C for 7 minutes before cool-

down. PCR reactions were size-selected with a 1.8 bead:sample ratio of SeraMag and 

reactions from each set of 96-samples were pooled and resuspended in 18 uL of 1x TE buffer. 

Final library quality was checked on an Agilent High-Sensitivity Bioanalyzer chip (Agilent 

Technologies Inc.) and by qPCR at the Functional Genomics Laboratory. The three libraries 

were each sequenced single-end to 100 bp on a single lane of an Illumina HiSeq 2500 

machine (standard mode); two libraries were sequenced at the Vincent J. Coates Genomic 

Sequencing Library, California Institute for Quantitative Biosciences, UC Berkeley and one 

library at the UC Davis Genome Sequencing Facility.  
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Sequencing 

The two genomic libraries sequenced at Berkeley produced 132.8 and 133.3 million single-

end reads. The library sequenced at UC Davis produced 90.4 million single-end reads. We 

used the Stacks pipeline (v. 1.18; Catchen et al. 2013) to filter reads and call SNPs. First, raw 

reads were sorted by barcode and any reads with low-quality scores (mean Phred score < 10 

along a sliding window of 20 bp), uncalled bases, or missing restriction sites or barcodes 

were discarded using the default settings of process_radtags in Stacks (v. 1.18). Barcodes 

with errors were not rescued. The quality-filtered libraries sequenced at UC Berkeley retained 

81% and 83% of total reads, respectively. The quality-filtered library sequenced at UC Davis 

retained 49.7% of total reads despite identical library preparation, revealing wide variation in 

the quality of these sequencing centers. 

 

Bioinformatics pipeline 

SNPs were called from filtered datasets by aligning to the most closely related reference 

genomes to Sarotherodon and Coptodon. We used Bowtie 2 (v. 2.2.3; Langmead and 

Salzberg 2012) to align filtered reads from each individual to available reference genomes. 

For the Coptodonini, we used the Astatotilapia burtoni genome assembly (v.1) downloaded 

from http://bouillabase.org. For the Oreochromini, we used the Oreochromis niloticus 

genome assembly (v.1.1) downloaded from GenBank (Brawand et al. 2014). We then used 

the pstacks command in Stacks to align stacks of homologous sequences within each 

individual into loci with a minimum of 3 sequenced reads per locus (Stacks flags in italics: -m 

3). Loci were then catalogued across all individuals and merged into homologous loci based 

on genomic position (-g). SNPs were called within individuals at loci with at least 8 reads (-m 

8) by their maximum likelihood relative to all individuals genotyped at that locus (Catchen et 

al. 2013). This pipeline resulted in 51,638 loci and 41,428 loci with at least 8 sequenced reads 
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within the Oreochromini and Coptodonini, respectively. These results agree well with the 

number of RAD loci identified in other African cichlid RADseq studies surveying SbfI 

restriction sites: for example, 66,500 loci identified in an Aulonocara baenschi / 

Tramitichromis intermedius cross (O‟Quin et al. 2013); 89,927 – 136,000 loci identified in 

Lake Victoria rock cichlids (Wagner et al. 2012; Keller et al. 2013); and 69,889 loci within 

two families of Oreochromis niloticus (Palaiokostas et al. 2013). Our numbers of detected 

loci are slightly lower due to filtering by a minimum read depth of 8 reads. 

The MRCA of Oreochromis niloticus + Barombi Mbo Sarotherodon + Ejagham 

Sarotherodon is estimated at 2.5 – 7 million years ago (Friedman et al. 2013). The MRCA of 

Astatotilapia burtoni + Bermin Coptodon + Ejagham Coptodon is estimated at 7.5 - 16 

million years ago (95% credible intervals from supplemental chronogram in Friedman et al. 

2013). It is unknown whether alignment to such divergent genomes biased our inferences by 

restricting analyses to more conserved regions of the genome. One well-known bias is that 

allele-dropout due to polymorphic restriction sites underestimates heterozygosity in any 

RADseq study; however, this bias does not appear to affect estimates of relative genetic 

differentiation among populations (Arnold et al. 2013).  

We excluded all individuals genotyped in less than 5% of total loci and exported SNP 

data in .phylip or .plink formats (v. 1.7; Purcell et al. 2007) for downstream analyses. Due to 

the varying tolerances of different analyses for missing data, we then tailored minimum 

genotyping thresholds for each subsequent analysis. We used less stringent minimum 

genotyping thresholds for phylogenetic analyses, STRUCTURE, and principal components 

analysis in order to take advantage of larger datasets. We used more stringent genotyping 

thresholds (loci genotyped in every population) for Treemix graphs and f4 statistics.  
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Phylogenetic estimation 

We used maximum likelihood to estimate a phylogeny for all species and populations based 

on the concatenated SNP datasets for the Oreochromini and Coptodini. We exported only 

those SNPs fixed within species and variable among them (.phylip format) and genotyped in 

at least 6 species or populations (out of 28 taxa for the Oreochromini and 26 taxa for the 

Coptodini). This resulted in a dataset of 33,201 SNPs for the Oreochromini phylogeny and 

37,175 SNPs for the Coptodonini. We also explored analyses using only high-coverage loci 

by filtering for SNPs genotyped in at least half of all species (≥ 14), resulting in 10,024 SNPs 

for the Oreochromini and 13,732 SNPs for the Coptodonini.   

We used RaxML (v. 8.0.2; Stamatakis 2014a) to estimate the maximum likelihood 

topology for 1000 bootstrap samples using the rapid bootstrapping algorithm under the GTR 

+ Γ model of nucleotide substitution. We included a correction to the likelihood 

approximation for the ascertainment bias of using only variable sites and estimated empirical 

base frequencies (ASC_GTRGAMMAX: Stamatakis 2014b). We caution that lack of 

invariant sites prevents accurate inference of branch lengths in our phylogeny (Lemmon and 

Lemmon 2013); however, this does not affect our goal to assess evidence for monophyly in 

the four sympatric cichlid radiations. Nonetheless, we stress that our maximum likelihood 

phylogenies only estimate an average topology across a concatenated SNP dataset and 

assume a bifurcating tree (Edwards 2009). Such phylogenetic evidence for monophyly can 

only provide a point estimate of the majority-rule branching pattern and does not address 

subsequent gene flow.  
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Genetic clustering analyses 

For all further population genetic analyses, we focused only on the Sarotherodon and 

Coptodon species complexes, rather than the full phylogenies with Oreochromis and Tilapia 

outgroups. We used two methods to visualize genetic structure among our populations and 

species: 1) principal components analysis of genetic variance (PCA: Price et al. 2006) and 2) 

Bayesian hierarchical clustering using STRUCTURE (v. 2.3.4; Pritchard et al. 2000). For 

PCA analyses, we used PLINK (v. 1.7; Purcell et al. 2007) to filter each dataset for loci 

genotyped in at least 50% of individuals and excluded individuals with less than 5% of loci 

genotyped overall. We then visualized principal components of variance in these datasets 

using probabilistic PCA, implemented in the pcaMethods package in R (Stacklies et al. 

2007). This algorithm is designed to be robust to large amounts of missing data (Stacklies et 

al. 2007).  

 We used STRUCTURE (v. 2.3.4; Pritchard et al. 2000; Falush et al. 2003) to estimate 

proportions of admixture for every individual in the dataset. To limit the effects of linkage 

disequilibrium, we exported only the first SNP per locus and filtered by SNPs genotyped in at 

least half of all individuals. We then evaluated levels of genetic structure for k = 3 – 8 in both 

the Coptodon and Sarotherodon species complexes (Table S1). For each run, we used the 

admixture model with correlated allele frequencies and ran MCMC chains for 100,000 

generations, removing the first 50% as burn-in. Posterior probabilities from at least 6 

independent runs were evaluated for each level of k. We aggregated independent runs of 

STRUCTURE using STRUCTURE Harvester (v. 0.6.94; Earl 2012) and CLUMPP 

(Jakobsson and Rosenberg 2007). We then inferred the estimated number of genetic clusters 

using the log-likelihood of the data and Evanno‟s method based on the rate of change of the 

log-likelihood (Evanno et al. 2005).  
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Tests of introgression 

We calculated f4 statistics to provide formal tests of secondary gene flow between each 

sympatric radiation and outgroups. Essentially, f4 statistics test if residual genotypic 

covariance among branches in a four-taxon tree is zero (as expected due to incomplete 

lineage sorting) or significantly different from zero (indicating more recent gene flow 

between branches) and were developed to test for introgression among human populations 

(Reich et al. 2009; Pickrell and Pritchard 2012). Given a set of four populations, f4 statistics 

compare allele frequencies among the three possible unrooted trees in order to test which 

pairs form clades (supplement to (Reich et al. 2009), pg. 25). Unlike D-statistics, also known 

as ABBA/BABA tests (Green et al. 2010; Durand et al. 2011; Heliconius Genome 

Consortium 2012), which require that an un-admixed outgroup be used to root the tree and 

localize which of two possible branches are admixed, neither the f4  or f3  statistics require 

rooted trees in their calculation (supplement to (Reich et al. 2009), pg. 21,25). The 

significance of the f4 statistics are assessed by calculating the standard error of f4  statistics 

through a jackknifing procedure (Pickrell and Pritchard 2012).  

 We filtered our datasets for those loci genotyped in every population and in at least 

50% of individuals. Individuals with less than 5% coverage were excluded. f4 statistics were 

calculated using the fourpop function in Treemix (v. 1.12; Pickrell and Pritchard 2012b). To 

account for linkage disequilibrium, standard error was estimated by jackknifing in windows 

of 10 adjacent SNPs.  
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Visualization of introgression 

We used Treemix (v. 1.12; Pickrell and Pritchard 2012) to visualize introgression between 

branches of the phylogeny. This method uses the allele frequencies and a Gaussian 

approximation for genetic drift among populations to estimate a maximum likelihood 

population tree. Introgression between branches is then evaluated in a stepwise likelihood 

procedure, searching the tree for an optimal placement of each subsequent admixture event 

(Pickrell and Pritchard 2012). An edge on the graph is assigned as a branch on the tree if it 

contributed the majority of alleles to the descendent population, otherwise it is the 

„migration‟ edge (Pickrell and Pritchard 2012, p. 3). Information about the directionality of 

introgression comes from the asymmetries in the relationships among populations given the 

tree. For example, if we imagine a tree ((A,B)(C,D)) with subsequent introgression from B 

into C, population C would show unusually high covariance with A, but B would not with D. 

In practice this information is contained in the likelihood, a fact that Treemix exploits by, 

after adding each migration edge, locally maximizing the likelihood by iteratively changing 

the source and destination of the migration event along with additional local branch swapping 

(Pickrell and Pritchard 2012, p. 14). We fit 3-4 admixture events to both the Coptodon and 

Sarotherodon trees in order to visualize the largest gene flow events and estimate their 

proportion and direction.  
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Results 

Phylogenetic analyses indicate weak support for monophyly 

We first tested for monophyly in each of the four sympatric radiations based on concatenated 

datasets of 33,201 SNPs in Sarotherodon and 37,175 SNPs in Coptodon. Maximum 

likelihood phylogenies strongly supported monophyly in only one out of the four radiations 

(bootstrap support = 100% in Ejagham Coptodon: Fig. 2d). Bootstrap support for the other 

three radiations ranged from 85 – 91% (Fig. 2c-d). Paraphyletic topologies included an origin 

of Coptodon guineensis (Cross River, Nguti sample site) within the Bermin Coptodon and an 

origin of Oreochromis esculentus within the Barombi Mbo Sarotherodon or the Ejagham 

Sarotherodon. Phylogenetic analyses based on smaller but more complete SNP datasets 

found similar weak support for monophyly, including paraphyly of Bermin Coptodon with 

Cross River fish in 79% of bootstrap samples (Fig. S1d).  

 

Genetic clustering analyses are consistent with introgression 

We next estimated principal components of genetic variance (PCA) and Bayesian genetic 

clustering (STRUCTURE) to assess whether sympatric radiations shared ancestry with 

outgroup populations and visualize how this ancestry was distributed among the species 

within each radiation. A single ancestral founding event in each crater would result in 

divergence along independent principal component axes for populations within the crater 

which would also be equidistant to the river populations in PCA space as they share equal 

levels of ancestry with outgroups (McVean 2009). Equal levels of ancestry shared with 

outgroups should also be apparent in STRUCTURE plots, as the crater populations should 

draw the same amount of ancestry from ancestry clusters shared with outgroup populations. 

In contrast, three species groups of Barombi Sarotherodon shared varying levels of ancestry 

with outgroup Ejagham Sarotherodon (Fig. 3b, 4a). This pattern suggests that introgression 
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(or ancestral population structure) contributed to the sympatric divergence of these three 

species groups. We filtered to 904 SNPs genotyped completely in 14 high-coverage 

individuals and found the same pattern, indicating that missing data is not the cause (Fig. S3). 

The younger Ejagham Sarotherodon (0.01-0.1 Mya) showed mixed ancestry and intermediate 

placement between Barombi Sarotherodon and riverine Sarotherodon outgroups (Fig. 3a, 4a, 

S2), consistent with a history of admixture (McVean 2009).  

The younger radiations of Bermin Coptodon and Ejagham Coptodon (approximately 

0.01-0.1 Mya) also did not diverge along independent principal component axes (Fig. 3c, S2) 

and shared varying levels of ancestry with closely related Cross River populations and crater 

lake C. kottae populations (Fig. 4b). This pattern suggests additional gene flow between 

sympatric radiations and neighboring riverine populations. In particular, within the Ejagham 

Coptodon all six admixed individuals came from a single species C. fusiforme (Fig. 3c: dark-

green circles) and shared larger proportions of their ancestry with outgroup populations in the 

Cross River (Fig. 4b), suggesting that C. fusiforme may have speciated after additional gene 

flow. Admixed individuals within the Bermin Coptodon did not show the same pattern, 

belonging to 4 out of the 9 species (Fig. 3c: light-green assorted shapes); however, there was 

minimal evidence of genetic differentiation among these 9 species (Fig. 4b).  

 

Admixture statistics support introgression with sympatric radiations 

Because patterns of genetic clustering can be consistent with multiple processes, we used f4 

statistics (Reich et al. 2009; Patterson et al. 2012; Pickrell and Pritchard 2012) to formally 

test for the presence of introgression with sympatric radiations after their initial founding. 

The f4 statistics supported significant introgression in all four sympatric radiations (Table 1). 

Within Sarotherodon, introgression between Barombi Mbo Sarotherodon and Ejagham 

Sarotherodon was supported by a few subsets of species from these two clades that did not fit 
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a tree-like branching model (Table 1: P = 0.02). This introgression may have occurred 

through an extinct or extant riverine population not sampled in this study because all 

comparisons with riverine outgroups were non-significant (Table 1). In the Bermin and 

Ejagham Coptodon radiations, the strongest evidence for introgression was with neighboring 

Cross River populations, indicating repeated gene flow (P = 0.004).  

We found variable support for introgression across four-taxon trees containing 

different subsets of the species within each radiation. For example, the magnitude of f4 

statistics was 2-fold higher in Barombi Mbo trees with two Sarotherodon species (S. 

lohbergi,S. linnelli: -0.001; Table 1) than with two Stomatepia species (St. pindu,St. mongo: 

0.0005). Similarly, f4 statistics with alternate subsets of Bermin Coptodon ranged more than 

5-fold in magnitude (Table 1). Such variable support for introgression among sympatric 

species provides evidence that some species groups share more ancestry with outgroups than 

others, consistent with multiple colonization events that may have facilitated further species 

divergence within the craters.  

 We used Treemix (Pickrell and Pritchard 2012) to visualize introgression across 

maximum likelihood population graphs (trees fit with additional migration events) and 

estimate the proportion and directionality of introgression based on the genetic covariance of 

allele frequencies among populations (Fig. 5). Genetic covariance relationships between 

sympatric cichlid radiations and outgroup taxa recovered a complex history of repeated 

migration among neighboring rivers and crater lakes for both Sarotherodon and Coptodon 

(Fig. 5).  
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Discussion 

Repeated colonization of Cameroon crater lakes 

Despite intense interest, only a handful of case studies have withstood the rigorous criteria for 

demonstrating sympatric speciation in the wild (Coyne and Orr 2004; Bolnick and Fitzpatrick 

2007). This likely reflects both the rarity of isolated and topographically simple environments 

where allopatric and parapatric scenarios can be ruled out (often considered the null 

hypothesis:  Coyne and Orr 2004) and strong theoretical predictions that stringent conditions 

for this process to proceed will rarely be met in nature (Turelli et al. 2001; Kirkpatrick and 

Ravigné 2002; Gavrilets 2004). One of the most celebrated examples of sympatric speciation, 

Cameroon crater lake cichlids, previously rested on a phylogenetic argument for single 

colonization based on majority-rule support for monophyly from mtDNA sequences and 

AFLP markers (Schliewen et al. 1994, 2001; Schliewen and Klee 2004). We revisited these 

examples and examined the evidence for single or multiple colonization based on genome-

wide analyses of introgression. 

Significant support for introgression from f4 statistics (Table 1) suggests additional 

gene flow between Cameroon cichlid radiations and riverine populations after the initial 

colonization of these three craters. These formal tests were complemented by weak bootstrap 

support for monophyly in majority-rule phylogenies (Fig. 2) and patterns of shared ancestry 

with outgroups along major axes of genotypic variance (Fig. 3) and in Bayesian clustering 

analyses (Fig. 4). These analyses cannot rule out gene flow in the opposite direction from 

craters to riverine populations. However, Treemix analyses do not support this conclusion 

and indicate introgression into three of the four sympatric radiations amidst a complex history 

of gene flow among taxa (Fig. 5). Analyses of introgression are sensitive to ancestral 

population structure within the founding population (Durand et al. 2011), for example due to 

a hybrid swarm (Seehausen 2004). However, if this ancestral structure played no role in 
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species divergence, we would expect similar levels of outgroup ancestry among species 

within each sympatric radiation (Fig. 1b) in contrast to the observed uneven patterns of 

outgroup ancestry (Figs. 2-3). Overall, we have far too little resolution to argue that every 

species in these craters evolved from hybridization with a secondary colonizing population. 

Instead, our analyses open a window of allopatry between initial founding and subsequent 

gene flow that may have played a role in facilitating some speciation events during the course 

of adaptive radiation.  

More broadly, our results raise the possibility of complex colonization histories in 

other celebrated examples of sympatric speciation (e.g., Barluenga et al. 2006; Elmer et al. 

2010b; Papadopolus et al. 2011) and putative examples of convergent evolution across 

replicate adaptive radiations (Gillespie 2004; Kocher 2004; Losos 2011). In all these 

examples, singular colonization histories have been inferred from phylogenetic estimates of 

monophyly. These case studies should be re-examined with population genomic methods that 

can detect and test for complex colonization histories (e.g., Consortium 2012; Alcaide et al. 

2014; Martin et al. in review). For example, re-examination of sympatric fish radiations in 

other isolated lakes now suggests a role for repeated colonization (Herder et al. 2006; Joyce 

et al. 2011; Geiger et al. 2013; Martin and Feinstein 2014), with the exception of a putative 

incipient species pair in a Nicaraguan crater lake (in which no genetic differentiation has been 

detected so far: Elmer et al. 2010b). Future work incorporating haplotype information to 

estimate the timing of introgression events from tract lengths will be an important next step 

toward unraveling the complexity of these processes in nature (Pool and Nielsen 2009; Harris 

and Nielsen 2013).  
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Evidence of secondary gene flow for each sympatric radiation 

We found considerable evidence for secondary gene flow in the youngest radiation of three 

Ejagham Coptodon species. The most significant four-population tests supported secondary 

gene flow from a distant population of C. guineensis in Ghana (Table 1: P = 0.01); however, 

STRUCTURE analyses identified this shared riverine ancestry, illustrated in green, in both 

the Ghana population and the nearby Cross River population of C. guineensis at Nguti (Fig. 

4b). Lake Ejagham is within the Cross River drainage, so migration most likely occurred 

from this river which may also have received migrants from distant riverine populations in 

Ghana (Fig. 2). Furthermore, six individuals that appear admixed between Ejagham 

Coptodon and Cross River (Fig. 3b) all come from a single species, C. fusiforme. Similarly, 

the majority of admixed individuals (with “green” ancestry) in the STRUCTURE analysis 

come from C. fusiforme (Fig. 4b) and this species shows different patterns of genetic 

covariance with outgroup populations than the other two Ejagham species in Treemix 

analyses (Fig. 5d). This differential pattern of shared ancestry with outgroup species within a 

sympatric radiation is exactly what we would expect to see if secondary colonization 

facilitated additional speciation in this lake, as depicted in Fig. 1c.  

We also found some evidence for secondary gene flow between the young radiation 

of nine Bermin Coptodon species and the neighboring Cross River population of C. 

guineensis, although we cannot infer in which direction (due to no signal in our Treemix 

analyses) or if gene flow facilitated speciation. The most significant four-population tests 

supported introgression between C. snyderae in Lake Bermin and C. deckerti in Lake 

Ejagham (Table 1: P = 0.006). This migration between isolated lakes likely occurred through 

an intermediary riverine population and both of these lakes are within the Cross River 

drainage (Fig. 2). Consistent with this migration route, nearby Cross River fish frequently 

grouped within the Bermin radiation (in 15% and 79% of bootstrap samples: Figs. 2, S1) and 
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shared ancestry with several individuals from Bermin in STRUCTURE (Fig. 4b) and 

principal components analyses (Fig. 3b). However, these admixed individuals did not 

consistently come from one species as observed for Ejagham Coptodon (Figs. 2-4). 

We found patterns consistent with secondary gene flow in both Barombi 

Sarotherodon and Ejagham Sarotherodon radiations. The oldest sympatric radiation, 

Barombi Sarotherodon, showed a clear signal of differential relatedness between three main 

species groups and Ejagham Sarotherodon in both PCA (Fig. 3b, S3) and STRUCTURE 

analyses (Fig. 4a). This signal cannot be explained by a single founding event, but instead 

suggests either differential introgression or ancestral population structure among these three 

species groups, perhaps facilitating their early divergence. Four-population tests of a few 

subsets of the Barombi species with the two Ejagham species also suggest that these Barombi 

species do not form true clades (e.g., f4(Ejagham sp.1, sp.2; Barombi sp.1, sp.2) = -0.0006, P 

= 0.023: Table 1), providing additional support for differential gene flow into these species 

groups. However, four-population tests including outgroup riverine samples were not 

significant (Table 1), possibly due to our lack of sampling a closely related riverine outgroup 

population in Cameroon (Appendix 1). Finally, the species pair of Sarotherodon in Lake 

Ejagham clearly appears admixed between Barombi Sarotherodon and outgroup populations 

of riverine Sarotherodon in other parts of West Africa (Figs. 3a, 4a). This pattern is 

inconsistent with a single founder event and instead suggests either introgression or 

speciation from a hybrid swarm (Fig. 1b-c).  

Specific patterns of introgression were not always consistent across different analyses. 

This should be expected given the complex colonization histories inferred, sparse genomic 

sampling, large amount of missing data inherent to RADseq (Arnold et al. 2013; Davey et al. 

2013), absence of closely related genomes for alignment, limited power to detect 

introgression after substantial drift in these isolated populations (Patterson et al. 2012), and 
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probable absence of the actual colonizing populations in our sample (which may be long 

extinct). However, inference of introgression with f4 statistics is robust to missing data and 

does not require sampling the exact source of introgressed alleles, only closely related 

populations (Reich et al. 2009; Pickrell and Pritchard 2012). Specific introgression events 

were also variable in similar studies estimating complex population histories (Brandvain et al. 

2014).  

 

Additional criteria for sympatric speciation and the necessity of automatic magic traits 

It is also worth revisiting three additional arguments in support of sympatric speciation in 

Cameroon cichlids. 1) Are these craters so isolated that repeated colonization is implausible? 

To the contrary, all four craters have been colonized by multiple fish lineages (6 in Barombi 

Mbo (Trewavas et al. 1972), 3 in Bermin (Stiassny et al. 1992), and 5 in Ejagham 

(Schliewen et al. 2001)), suggesting that repeated colonization by any one population, such 

as cichlids, is quite possible. 2) Do all sympatric species coexist and breed within the same 

habitat? This is true for littoral species: for example, all three Ejagham Coptodon species 

guarded breeding territories less than one meter apart (Martin 2013). However, there are also 

deep-water and open-water habitat specialists in all four cichlid radiations which may 

exclusively breed within their microhabitats (Martin 2012).  3) Are sympatric species “good” 

species with substantial levels of reproductive isolation and distinct phenotypes (Coyne and 

Orr 2004)? There are ecologically and phenotypically distinct species within Cameroon 

cichlid radiations (e.g. sponge-eating specialist Pungu maclareni (Schliewen et al. 1994)); 

however, there are also species complexes in all three lakes which exhibit a unimodal 

distribution of morphologies and appear to be stalled in the earliest phases of incipient 

speciation, only exhibiting partial bimodality in breeding coloration (Martin 2012, 2013; 
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JSC, CHM pers. obs.). We found minimal genetic differentiation within these species 

complexes (Figs. 3-4).  

 Thus, the most ecologically and phenotypically distinct species within the Cameroon 

cichlid radiations are restricted to specialized habitats and breed seasonally, suggesting that 

speciation was facilitated by an environmental gradient (Doebeli and Dieckmann 2003; 

Seehausen et al. 2008). In contrast, species complexes that do coexist and breed in the same 

littoral habitat are not genetically or phenotypically distinct. This suggests that without the 

benefit of some spatial isolation, species complexes may become stalled in the earliest 

phases of the divergence process, as predicted by many theoretical models (e.g., Matessi et 

al. 2002; Bürger and Schneider 2006; Otto et al. 2008). Consistent with this prediction, 

although assortative mating was very strong in Ejagham Coptodon (Martin 2013), the 

strength of disruptive selection on trophic morphology in both Barombi Mbo Stomatepia and 

Ejagham Coptodon was weak and may not be sufficient to complete the speciation process 

(Martin 2012).  

Available evidence suggests that all crater lake cichlid radiations speciated with the 

help of double-invasions (Schliewen et al. 2006; Geiger et al. 2013) or remain stalled as 

incipient species complexes (Elmer et al. 2010b; Martin 2012, 2013). To our knowledge, all 

compelling examples of sympatric speciation besides crater lake cichlid radiations involve 

some form of automatic linkage between ecological divergence and mating time or location, 

known as automatic magic traits (see review in Servedio et al. 2011). For example, pea 

aphids mate on their respective host plants in sympatry (Via 1999), a widespread mechanism 

in which assortative mating automatically results from divergent host preference in 

phytophagous insects (Berlocher and Feder 2002) and their parasitoids (Forbes et al. 2009). 

Similar mate-where-you-eat scenarios explain sympatric divergence in mole rats (Hadid et al. 

2013), spiny mice (Hadid et al. 2014), and even Lorde Howe Island palms, in which growth 
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on different soil types induces different flowering times (Savolainen et al. 2006). Automatic 

magic traits may have played a role in the speciation of deep-water or open-water habitat 

specialists within sympatric Cameroon cichlid radiations if these species mate within their 

microhabitats. In contrast, incipient species complexes in these lakes do not segregate in 

different mating habitats or breed seasonally (Martin 2013; CHM, JSC pers. obs.). Although 

there are many possibilities for classic magic traits in cichlids (e.g., Seehausen et al. 2008; 

Martin 2010, 2013; Maan and Seehausen 2011), the conspicuous absence of automatic magic 

traits from sympatric incipient species complexes of cichlids suggests this feature may be 

needed to complete the process of sympatric speciation in nature.  

 

Conclusion 

We found evidence for additional gene flow with neighboring rivers in all four sympatric 

radiations of Cameroon cichlids following initial crater colonization. This complex 

colonization history calls into question the celebrated status of Cameroon cichlids as 

compelling examples of sympatric speciation in nature: any period of allopatry allows for the 

buildup of partial reproductive isolation with later waves of colonists and violates the strict 

criterion of sympatric coexistence throughout the speciation process (Coyne and Orr 2004). 

Indeed, we found evidence that some sympatric species were more closely related to 

outgroups than others, suggesting they may have speciated due to introgression from later 

waves of colonists. Nonetheless, we cannot pinpoint a role for secondary colonization in 

every speciation event and we certainly cannot rule out sympatric speciation confined to 

subclades within these radiations.  

Comparing variable progress toward speciation within these radiations suggests an 

interesting constraint on sympatric speciation. The most ecologically and phenotypically 

distinct crater lake cichlid species may benefit from assortative mating within microhabitats. 

In contrast, species that breed in sympatry show minimal genetic and phenotypic divergence 

and may be examples of stalled incipient speciation. This pattern is paralleled in the best 

remaining examples of sympatric speciation in nature: all involve assortative mating by 

microhabitat. This suggests that existing sympatric speciation models may overestimate the 

plausibility of this process without automatic linkage between divergent ecology and mating 

location. Alternatively, the strong and persistent disruptive ecological selection needed to 

complete this process without automatic linkage may be rare in nature.  
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Table 1. f4 statistics supporting introgression with sympatric radiations. The most significant 

four-taxon trees supporting introgression with each sympatric radiation are shown. Some 

additional non-significant four-taxon trees with outgroups are shown for comparison. Species 

within sympatric radiations are bolded in gray or black. Two-tailed P-values are reported for 

each z-score. Note that statistical tests are not independent of each other, but should be 

viewed as the strength of support for introgression, or deviations from a tree-like model of 

population branching, across various four-taxon subsets.  
Introgression 
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Four-taxon tree f4 statistic z-score 
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Introgression: 

(A,B)   (C,D) 

   

x x S. lamprechti,S. knauerae;S. lohbergi,S. caroli -0.0006±0.0003 -2.282 0.023 

x x S. lamprechti,S. knauerae;S. lohbergi,S. linnelli -0.0010±0.0005 -2.109 0.035 

x x S. lamprechti,S. knauerae;St. pindu,St. mongo  0.0005±0.0002  2.151 0.032 

x x S. lamprechti,S. knauerae;S. lohbergi,M.myaka -0.0009±0.0005 -2.063 0.039 

x x S. lamprechti,S. knauerae;St. mongo,S. linnelli -0.0012±0.0006 -1.948 0.051 

 - 
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S.galilaeus   boulengeri,St. mongo 
0.0016±0.0011 1.481 0.139 

 - 
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S.melanotheron Ghana,St. mongo 
0.0016±0.0010 1.605 0.109 

-  
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S.galilaeus boulengeri,S. galilaeus Ghana 
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x x C.deckerti,C. ejagham;C. bemini,C. snyderae -0.0012±0.0004 -2.767 0.006 

x x C. deckerti,C. ejagham;C. bemini,C. bakossi -0.0009±0.0004 -2.201 0.028 

x x C. deckerti,C. ejagham;C. bakossi,C. snyderae -0.0002±0.0002 -2.120 0.034 

x x C. deckerti,C. ejagham;C. flava,C. snyderae -0.0010±0.0004 -2.110 0.035 

x x C. deckerti,C. ejagham;C. bemini,C. thysi -0.0006±0.0003 -2.077 0.038 

x  
C.deckerti,C.guinensis Ghana; 

C.bemini,C.snyderae 
-0.0023±0.0008 -2.770 0.006 

x  
C.bakossi,C.bythobates; 

C.guinensisMungo,C.fusiforme 
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 x 
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 x 
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 x 
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 x 
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C. guinensis Ghana,C. bemini 
0.0032±0.0013 2.411 0.016 

 x C. deckerti, C.fusiforme; C.guinensis Ghana,C. flava 0.0034±0.0014 2.530 0.011 
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Figure 1. Three scenarios for sympatric radiation within a crater lake (gray triangle) where 

changing colors indicate changing allele frequencies through time and horizontal lines depict 

migration into the crater. a) Sympatric speciation following a single colonization event from 

a neighboring riverine population (brown). b) Sympatric speciation after a hybrid swarm is 

formed from repeated colonization by neighboring populations. All resulting species share a 

similar proportion of their ancestry with outgroups due to this initial period of panmixia. c) 

Repeated colonization resulting in speciation with gene flow due to secondary contact 

between a neighboring population and the initial founder population. Some species within the 

radiation share more of their ancestry with certain outgroups than others.  
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Figure 2. a) Sympatric cichlid radiations and outgroup sampling (brown arrows) relative to 

surrounding river drainages within the volcanic belt of Cameroon (Google Maps Terrain). 

Representative photos of each sympatric species are shown in the same order as species 

names listed in c) and d). Colors denoting each radiation and outgroups are consistent 

throughout the manuscript. b) Outgroup sampling across Africa (brown dots; Google Earth 

satellite image). c) Maximum likelihood phylogenies for c) Sarotherodon and d) Coptodon 

plus outgroups estimated from concatenated datasets of 33,201 and 37,175 SNPs, 

respectively, genotyped in at least 6 taxa. Black dots ( ● ) and grey dots ( ● ) indicate nodes 

with 100% and 95% bootstrap support, respectively. Exact bootstrap support for sympatric 

radiations is indicated. 
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Figure 3. Principal components analysis of genetic variance within a) the Barombi 

Sarotherodon (dark blue, 10 species) and Ejagham Sarotherodon (light blue, 2 species) 

relative to riverine Sarotherodon galilaeus populations across Africa (4,419 SNPs); b) 

between only the Barombi Sarotherodon and Ejagham Sarotherodon with representative 

photographs of the three distinct clusters of Barombi Sarotherodon; and c) within Bermin 

Coptodon (light green, 9 species) and Ejagham Coptodon (dark green, 3 species) relative to 

closely related outgroups C. guineensis Nguti and C. kottae (1,658 SNPs; analyses with all 

outgroups presented in Fig. S2). Species within each cichlid radiation are indicated by 

different shapes.  
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Figure 4. Bayesian clustering analyses showing k = 4 – 6 genetic clusters within the a) 

Sarotherodon (8,271 SNPs pruned to 1 per locus) and b) Coptodon (6,674 SNPs pruned to 1 

per locus) relative to outgroups. The likelihood of the Sarotherodon data was maximized at 

six genetic clusters and Evanno‟s ad hoc method (Evanno 2005) supported seven genetic 

clusters; the likelihood of the Coptodon data was maximized at five genetic clusters and 

Evanno‟s method supported five clusters (Table S1). Population information for outgroups 

was also used to test for admixture with sympatric radiations (predefined outgroups). Genetic 

structure within sympatric radiations shared with outgroup populations is highlighted in 

yellow and orange relative to genetic structure only within sympatric radiations in shades of 

gray. 
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Figure 5. Visualization of introgression into sympatric a-b) Sarotherodon and c-d) Coptodon 

radiations. Treemix graphs illustrate the 3-4 strongest introgression events (with heat colors 

indicating their intensity) for the maximum likelihood phylogenies of a) Sarotherodon 

estimated from 4,441 SNPs genotyped in all populations and c) Coptodon estimated from 

1,658 SNPs genotyped in all populations. Gene flow between the sympatric radiations and 

outgroups is annotated with the inferred proportion of admixture. Directionality of gene flow 

(indicated by the small arrow on each migration edge) was inferred by an iterative maximum 

likelihood procedure. The scale bar indicates 10 times the average standard error of 

population relatedness from the genetic variance-covariance matrix of allele frequencies.  

b,d) Heat colors indicate residual covariance between each pair of populations (relative to the 

population tree with zero migration edges) divided by the average standard error across all 

pairs. Bluer colors indicate populations more closely related to each other than expected 

under the maximum likelihood tree, suggestive of more recent gene flow (Pickrell and 

Pritchard 2012, p. 9). The black box highlights covariance between sympatric radiations and 

riverine outgroup species.  

 


